
 
This Fire-Franz Ferdinand-Franz Ferdinand 
Transcribed by Steven Rubio 
 

INTRO: 
 (Drum Intro-2 meas.)              
 
|F  Gm  |Am  Dm |Gm  Am   |Bb  Edim | 
 
|F/Dm  Gm/Dm |Am/Dm Dm |Gm  Am/Gm|Bb/Gm Edim/Gm| 
 
|F/Dm  Gm/Dm |Am/Dm Dm | 
 
VERSE: 
|Gm Am/Gm |Bb/Gm Edim/Gm|F/Dm Gm/Dm |Am/Dm      Dm    | 
Eyes               balling    away to               our 
|Gm Am/Gm |Bb/Gm Edim/Gm|F/Dm  Gm/Dm |Am/Dm Dm|  
lives     controlling completely.      
|Gm Am/Gm |Bb/Gm Edim/Gm|F/Dm  Gm/Dm |Am/Dm Dm| 
Now       there is a fire in me.                    A fire that 
|Edim  |% |Dm  |%       | 
burns… 
 
CHORUS: 
|Dm   |Dm            |Bb            |A# Edim. | 

This fire is       out of control. I'm gonna  burn this city, burn this city. 
|Dm   |Dm            |Bb            |Bb Edim. | 

This fire is       out of control. We're gonna  burn this city, burn this city. 
|Dm   |Dm            |Bb            |Bb Edim. | 

This fire is       out of control. I'm gonna  burn this city, burn this city. 
|Dm   |Dm            |Bb            |Bb  Edim.       | 

This fire is       out of control. We’re gonna  burn it, we’ll burn it, ah ah we’ll burn it down. 
 
RE-INTRO: 
 (6 meas. w/ Bass gtr. in) 
 
VERSE: 
Eyes burning away through our world, destroying so sweetly. 
Now there is a fire in me, a fire that burns. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
CHORUS: 
 |Dm   |Dm            |Bb            |Bb E | 

This fire is       out of control. I'm gonna  burn this city, burn this city. 
|Dm   |Dm            |Bb            |Bb E | 

This fire is       out of control. We're gonna  burn this city, burn this city. 
|Dm   |Dm            |Bb            |Bb E | 

This fire is       out of control. I'm gonna  burn this city, burn this city. 
|Dm   |Dm   |  
This fire is  out of control and I 
 
BRIDGE: 
|Dbm    |Dbm             |Bb  |Bb   | 
                                                   I’m out of control and I burn.                                   Oh, how I  
|E    |E   |Bm  |Bm   | 
burn for you.      Burn.              Oh, how I 
|E    |E   | 
Burn for you           
  
|E    |E   |Ebm   |Ebm   |  
Burn        How I burn     How I  
|Dm    |Dm   |Dm   |N.C.   | 
Burn           Oh,  how I 
 
RE-INTRO: 
 (Bass gtr. in after 2 measures/16 meas. total) 
 
CHORUS: 
This fire is out of control.    I'm gonna burn this city, burn this city. 
This fire is out of control    We’re gonna burn this city, 
This fire is out of control.    I'm gonna burn this city, burn this city. 
This fire is out of control    I’m gonna burn it, I’ll burn it. I I I’ll burn it down. 
 
OUTRO: 
|Dm  |Gm  |Dm  |Gm  |Dm   
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